“The Louisiana French experiment with Quebec’s official participation therein is viewed with cautious indulgence by the Canadian government in Ottawa. The government and English-Canadians consider the Province of Quebec as ‘l’enfant terrible’ of the Confederation of Canadian provinces. Witness the kidnapping of an English diplomat and the kidnapping and murder of Quebec minister Pierre Laporte by members of the F. L. Q. (Federation for the Liberation of Quebec). To free the English diplomat, F. L. Q. member demanded and got asylum in Communist Cuba.

“The most grave problem of Canada today is the Quebec separatist movement. Is there any sound reason for Louisiana to aid and abet the separatist movement as signaled by the apprehension of the Toronto Star, quoted in Remoulade? . . . Is not the poet Alexander Pope’s observation in order, ‘for fools rush in where angels fear to tread’?” (The item seemed to us perfectly innocuous, and by no means lending aid and comfort to the separatist movement. The Star’s caption struck us as no clarion call to arms, but a semi-humorous reference to greater solidarity between persons of common origin.)"